Product Name: Teacher Made Measures of Reading

Product Description
A technology interface for teachers to develop their own measures of passage reading fluency, sentence reading fluency, or maze vocabulary. Teachers have complete control of the content and can create computer based tests and reporting for use in assessments and inclusion in student portfolios.

List of Essential Features
- Teachers can create and administer their own measures of passage reading fluency, sentence reading fluency, or maze vocabulary.
- Students take tests online.
- Student responses recorded in database.
- Interactive reporting tools for use in assessments and inclusion in student portfolios

Audience
Teacher Made Measures is intended for instructors who want to create and administer their own passage reading fluency, sentence reading fluency, or maze vocabulary items.

Demonstration of Product: http://teachermademeasures.brtprojects.org
**Screenshots**

Teachers can create a title passage.

The interface allows teachers to set word options.
Students see the passage with the word options randomized in a select interface.

Interactive group reports allow the teacher to view all of the students’ performance on single graph. The teacher may toggle individual lines on a data point to view more information.
Individual student reports include a list of all the tests taken with corresponding results.

A record of the students' test is available in detail view.